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Summary

Theβ/α-barrel motif was once considered to be a single protein
domain. In recent years, however, it has been shown to consist of
smaller substructures displaying the ability to fold autonomously.
Here we review the current status of experimental findings con-
cerning the motif’s folding behavior in the light of what is cur-
rently known about (a) the relative rates of formation of helices
and sheets in proteins, in general, and (b) the peculiarities of topol-
ogy and architecture of the motif, in particular, to develop a detailed
phenomenological understanding of howβ/α-barrels might form
through the modular folding and assembly of substructures.
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INTRODUCTION
The topological motif known as theβ/α-barrel has com-

monly tended to be regarded as a single structural domain
(1–4). A domain is required, by definition, to be capable of
folding autonomously through a two-state transition involving
only the native (N) and unfolded (U) states of its polypeptide
chain (5–9), since folding through the formation and assembly of
observable substructures implies a level of autonomy of behav-
ior that could entitle substructures within a so-called ‘domain’
to be themselves called domains. Intriguingly, whereas two
β/α-barrels, namely triosephosphate isomerase (TIM) (10, 11),
and aldolase (12), do indeed ‘appear’ to fold through appar-
ent two-state mechanisms, otherβ/α-barrels such as the alpha
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subunit of tryptophan synthase (13–22), N-(5′-phosphoribosyl)-
anthranilate isomerase (23, 24), and indole-3-glycerol phos-
phate synthase (25), clearly fold through non–two-state mech-
anisms involving populated intermediate states that have been
attributed to the autonomous folding ofN-terminal segments of
their polypeptide chains. Oneβ/α-barrel from the latter group,
the alpha subunit of tryptophan synthase (α-TS), turns out, in
fact, to be cleavable into proteolytic fragments that retain both
native-like secondary structure, as well as substantial tertiary
structure (16). Observations withα-TS have given rise to se-
rious doubts about whether theβ/α-barrel motif truly consti-
tutes a single unit of folding (26–28). Only in recent times,
however, have such doubts come to occupy biochemical cen-
trestage, with the demonstration of the autonomous refolding
of recombinant half-barrel-sized fragments of bothα-TS (19–
22), and an enzyme from the histidine biosynthesis pathway,
HisF (29). Further support for folding ofβ/α-barrels through
substructures comes from evidence of sequence homology, as
well as of structural homology, between the two halves of the
HisFβ/α-barrel (30), indicative of a possible ancestral gene du-
plication event involving a half-barrel. Thus it is now clear that
theβ/α-barrel is not a single domain at all, but rather a struc-
ture that arises through the formation and assembly of smaller
structures—which, for the moment at least appear to be minido-
mains that are the size of half barrels.

However, many questions remain, e.g., regarding how some
β/α barrels such as TIM and aldolase appear to fold seam-
lessly without detectable intermediates, or about whether all
β/α-barrels fold through essentially similar mechanisms [and
similarly constituted folding nuclei] with differences applying
only to their individual rates of folding. Notably, the latter ques-
tion assumes special importance in light of the emerging view
that similar folded chain topologies generally owe to similar
mechanisms of folding (30–43). If indeed β/α-barrels fold
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through similar mechanisms, it remains possible that even
representatives such as TIM and aldolase actually fold through
non–two-state mechanisms, with intermediate states being pop-
ulated to such a poor extent, and possessing such short lives, that
folding appears to occur without intermediates. A key question,
therefore, is thus whether allβ/α-barrels fold through half-barrel
intermediates, or whether half-barrels themselves are assem-
blages of even smaller autonomously formed substructures. In
a seminal paper, the view has recently been expressed by Zitze-
witz et al. that folding ofβ/α-barrels could possibly involve
the modular assembly of even smaller structural elements (20),
based on experimental data suggestive of autonomous folding
by chain fragments smaller than the half-barrel.

The possibility that structure formation could indeed occur
through modular folding and assembly of substructures, is ex-
panded in the sections below into a review of available literature
supporting arguments favouring modular assembly, with a view
to synthesize a phenomenological understanding of how such
folding might occur in significantly detailed molecular terms.
Naturally, the discussions here delve occasionally into the realms
of speculation; however, we would like to emphasize that the
attempt is predominantly to review and synthesize the implica-
tions of available experimental data that have a bearing on the
issues at hand, and that nowhere in the review that follows are
speculations made without basis.

THE TOPOLOGY AND ARCHITECTURE OF THE
β/α-BARREL: A REFRESHER

Theβ/α-barrel is created through the folding of a polypep-
tide chain into a laminated structure consisting of two coaxial,
cylindrical layers of segregated secondary structural elements:
(a) an inner layer of eight “buried” beta strands that are hydro-
gen bonded into a beta sheet barrel, and (b) an outer layer of
eight “solvent-contacting” alpha helices, with each alpha helix
preferentially contacting only a single beta strand from the in-
ner layer. Intriguingly, this radial (architectural) segregation of
helices and sheets is not achieved through physical segregation
of helix- and sheet-forming sequences into different regions of
the polypeptide, as could have possibly been the case. Rather,
helix- and sheet-forming sequences are placed alternately along
the entire length of the chain, with loops separating them in
such a manner that the trajectory of the peptide backbone ends
up passing alternately through the inner and outer layers of the
barrel, winding eight times around the core of an imaginary
solenoid (Figs. 1, 2). Each such winding, referred to as a “β/α”
or “α/β” unit, consists of a singleβ-strand (so-called because
it participates in the formation of a beta sheet), a long loop, an
α-helix and a short loop. The long loops, also known asβ-α
loops, come together at the mouth of the barrel to host the ac-
tive site of the protein; however, it is now commonly accepted
that residues important for catalysis are contributed mainly by
loops from theβ/α units located at theC-terminus of the chain.
Helices from allβ/α units make intimate contacts with partner
strands from within the same unit, and occasionally also some

Figure 1. A ribbon diagram representation of the topology
of theβ/α-barrel drawn using the program MOLSCRIPT (72),
showing the top view (or plan) of the structure as one looks down
the barrel, clearly indicating the geometrical arrangements of the
helices and strands (i.e., locations of all strands in the interior of
the barrel, and all helices on the surface of the barrel).

interactions with a strand or a helix from another unit. Together
the helices form an outer rind that covers the inner beta barrel,
with the backbone of every helix running opposite to that of its
partner strand. The last element in eachβ/α unit, the short loop
(often ranging from only 1 to 4 residues in length) serves to

Figure 2. A ribbon diagram representation of the topology of
the β/α-barrel, drawn using the program MOLSCRIPT (72),
showing the side view (or elevation) of the structure.
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separate the helix of one unit from the strand of the next unit.
These tight loops can display local backbone hydrogen bond-
ing interactions, reminiscent ofβ-turns or 310 helices (44, 45),
although all short loops are not necessarily internally hydrogen-
bonded.

Significantly, the strand in eachβ/α unit makes four classes
of intimate contacts with helices and strands from both neigh-
boring, as well as distal units: (1) backbone-backbone (hydrogen
bond) contacts with strands from neighbouring units, to make
beta sheets at the core of the barrel; (2) sidechain-sidechain con-
tacts with partner helices, to facilitate the anchoring of helices
onto themselves; (3) side chain-side chain contacts with strands
from both neighbouring as well as distal units, to generate the
nonpolar core of the beta barrel; and (4) in certain instances,
side chain-side chain contacts with helices from neighbouring
units, to strengthen interactions between units, and allow for
multipoint anchoring of helices onto the beta barrel.

STRUCTURAL FEATURES THAT MAY INFLUENCE
FOLDING MECHANISMS

Here, to prepare the ground for more detailed discussions to
follow, we review the structural features of theβ/α-barrel motif
described specifically in relation to its average size, topology,
and architecture, within the context of how each of these might
be considered to support a greater likelihood of folding occur-
ring through substructures, rather than through a molecule-wide,
two-state transition.

Size. Theβ/α-barrel motif ranges in length from 250 to 350
residues (depending on the actual sizes of individualβ-α loops
in different proteins). It is probably the largest motif that has ever
been assumed to constitute a single structural domain. If the en-
tire motif were to have to form through a two-state transition,
all elements of structure at every level of structural hierarchy
would be required to form more or less simultaneously with the
condensation of the unstructured chain around a single folding
nucleus of key residues constituting a transition state for folding.
Until such time, the entire chain would be required to remain in
unstructured form, randomly exploring conformations through
thermal motions. As is well known, the Levinthal paradox (46)
points out how extremely time-consuming this can be for a
polypeptide of even moderate length. According to the topomer
sampling model (47, 48), a recent model of folding (which at-
tempts to find a way around the Levinthal paradox by proposing
that random, domain-wide conformational search only applies
to the early stages of chain collapse, with progressive restriction
of conformational freedom occurring subsequently, on account
of tentative interactions that occur in native-like chain topomers
that have not yet undergone folding), the expected folding time
for a chain of 100 residues turns out to be calculated to be of
the order of 1 s. Extrapolation of the model’s predictions to
chain lengths of 250–350 residues (the range applicable toβ/α-
barrels) extends the range of expected folding times into several
tens of minutes, and even hundreds of minutes. In contrast, rab-

bit TIM unfolds/folds on millisecond time scales (11). Prima
facie it would appear, therefore, that randomness in conforma-
tional search must apply only to the very earliest moments of
chain folding, if at all, with nonrandom conformational searches
dominating at all later stages of folding. Below, we examine sce-
narios for nonrandom search from the viewpoints of the motif’s
topology and architecture.

Topology. As already discussed, if structure were to have
to form through a two-state transition, the chain would be re-
quired to remain unstructured until the moment of adoption of
a topomer capable of supporting the formation of a single fold-
ing nucleus. Such a topomer would need to support the mutual
approach of all eightβ-strands that are required to come to-
gether to form the inner beta barrel. While beta strands in the
β/α-barrel are generally only 4–6 residues in length, they tend
to be separated on an average by 21–30 residues (49), indicat-
ing that any mutual approach of strands limited by diffusional
mechanisms would be likely to occur extremely slowly. The
likelihood of all eight strands approaching each other simul-
taneously to participate in a two-state condensation to native
structure would thus appear to be considerably lower that the
likelihood of helices (specifically those not requiring stabiliza-
tion through packing contacts with other structures) forming
within the unfolded chain purely through local hydrogen bond-
ing interactions. Such helices could conceivably associate with
strand-designate sequences in the neighbouring regions of the
chain; especially given the alternating occurrence of strand-
forming and helix-forming sequences in the polypeptide, and
the availability of long flexible loops separating strands from
helices that are placed after them on the chain. Assuming limita-
tions placed by requirements for diffusion-collision interactions,
the probability of a strand colliding with a nearby nucleating-
propagating helix with which it has side chain-side chain in-
teractions in the native structure must clearly be much higher
than the probability of a strand coming together with all seven
other strands to support formation of a single folding nucleus
and condensation of the entire structure around this nucleus. If
strand-helix collisions could result in the stabilization of small
structures, these could restrict the conformational freedom of the
chain.

Architecture. If helical structures could be populated
through nucleation-propagation mechanisms involving coop-
eratively occurring local hydrogen-bonding interactions, early
forming helices resulting from such interactions could do one
of two things. They could either interact with nearby regions of
the chain through diffusion-collision mechanisms to form larger
structures, using interactions similar to those applying to the na-
tive three-dimensional structure or, alternatively, wait for the
inner beta barrel to form first. In this context, a rather peculiar
feature of theβ/α-barrel motif is that all secondary structural
elements that can potentially form rapidly on account of be-
ing stabilized by predominantly local interactions (e.g., helices,
short loops etc.) are actually located on the outside of the mo-
tif and in contact with the aqueous solvent. On the other hand,
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all elements that are likely to form extremely slowly through
diffusion-limited mechanisms because they are dependent on
nonlocal interactions for their formation (e.g., beta strands form-
ing sheets) turn out to be buried away within the motif’s struc-
ture. The motif would thus appear to have a structure designed
to frustrate attempts at rapid folding.

Thus, a key question is whether segments of the polypeptide
remain unstructured before the chain is ready to adopt native
structure through a single structural transition, or whether small
structures form and undergo assembly. This question can be
asked not merely of a whole barrel but also of a half-barrel. Next
we summarize evidence from studies published in the past few
years that indicate that helices that do form autonomously can
form very much faster than the simplest beta sheets that occur in
proteins (beta hairpins), and that peptides excised from helical
regions of proteins too fractionally populate helical conforma-
tions even if they cannot fold autonomously, and quantitatively,
into helices. Such arguments are used to reiterate a concept that
has been around for a long time, namely that folding may be-
gin with nucleation-propagation of helices; further we extend
this possibility to propose that such nascent helices undergo
induced-fit condensation (with strands making native sidechain
contacts with them in the native structure) to create strand-helix
assemblies.

Perspectives on (and a Possible Scheme for)
Modular Folding

Rates of Formation Differ Among Secondary Structural
Elements that Have the Potential to Form Autonomously.
Helices in proteins are formed predominantly through local in-
teractions between hydrogen-bonding partners (groups of atoms
in the backbone) separated by no more than a few residues along
a polypeptide chain. In contrast, beta sheets are formed through
predominantly nonlocal interactions, with “along-chain” dis-
tances between hydrogen-bonding partners varying from a few
tens of residues, for the farthest ends of a simple beta hairpin,
to a few hundreds of residues for sheets that are formed entirely
nonlocally. If diffusion were to limit the rate of formation of all
secondary structural elements, one could argue that the average
beta sheet ought to take much longer than the average alpha helix
to form. Indeed, it is now known that helices are capable of form-
ing over timescales as short as a few nanoseconds (50), or a few
tens of nanoseconds (51), while even the simplest of beta sheet
configurations (such as the beta hairpin) is found to take several
microseconds to form (52). Furthermore, among proteins which
fold rapidly (and quantitatively) to native state, those containing
only alpha helical structures are found to fold on microsecond,
or submicrosecond timescales, while those containing only beta
structures take several milliseconds, or more, to fold (48). Thus,
timescales of formation of helices and sheets appear to differ by
two orders of magnitude, with the difference possibly increas-
ing further in a manner dependent on the extent to which strands
that are required to come together tend to be separated from each
other in the primary structure.

It may be considered likely, therefore, that helices that are ca-
pable of forming autonomously (i.e., without a requirement for
packing interactions with other structures) would actually form
early-on during refolding. With regard to helices requiring pack-
ing interactions with other structures also, it has been shown,
through NMR spectroscopic investigations of peptides derived
from helices that do not form stably on their own in solution, that
here too there is a tendency to populate helical conformations
(53, 54). Could early-forming helices, or even fractionally pop-
ulated helices, hasten folding by interacting with neighboring
designateβ-strands that have not yet met their native hydrogen-
bonding partners?

Diffusion-Collision Interactions of Nucleating-Propagating
Helices with Neighbouring Elements.It is possible that fully
formed helices capable of forming autonomously (i.e., without
requiring additional stabilization through packing contacts with
other structures), as also stretches of sequence that significantly
populate helical structures without quantitatively adopting such
structures, would have local diffusion-collision interactions with
proximal regions of the chain.

Condensation of Strands Onto Helices to Form Strand-Helix
Assemblies. In course of such collisions, the neighbouring
‘strand-designate’ sequences in the chain that normally make
intimate non-covalent interactions with partner helices from
within the sameβ/α unit in the native structure could potentially
condense onto nascent helices through induced-fit interactions.
Through such an interaction, a strand-designate sequence could
stabilize a nucleating-propagating helix, and vice versa, to form
a strand-helix assembly; however, without the characteristic beta
sheet structure having yet been adopted by the strand. Because
the component strands of such assemblies have not yet hydrogen
bonded with strands from neighbouring assemblies to form beta
sheets, we shall refer to them only as strand-helix assemblies
to differentiate them fromβ/α units (in which strands have al-
ready qualified to be calledβ strands, on account of their having
formed beta sheets).

Closure of Tight (α-β) Loops to Formβ/α Unit Doublets
Through Association of Strand-Helix Assemblies.The alpha
helix of anyβ/α unit in the native structure is connected to the
beta strand of the nextβ/α unit along the sequence through a
short loop (theα-β loop already described) at the base of the
barrel, generally between 1 and 4 residues long (44, 45). In
many cases, such short loops are conformationally constrained
in the native structure through internal hydrogen bonding in the
manner of a tight beta turn, or the turn of a 310 helix. The closure
of such loops at theC-termini of helices could be expected to
force the coming together of adjacent strand-helix assemblies
separated by tight loops that are internally hydrogen bonded in
the native structure.

Ensuring the Proper Hydrogen-Bonding ‘Register’ for Beta
Sheet Formation. When two strands approach each other to
form a beta sheet, there are many registers in which hydro-
gen bonding can conceivably occur, since a CO group from
any residue in one strand can potentially hydrogen bond with
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an N H group from any other residue in the partner strand
participating in beta-sheet formation. Even so, only one of these
registers is actually adopted in a native structure. A possible
perspective on a rapid identification of the appropriate regis-
ter for hydrogen-bonding (that is not greatly rate-limited by
nonlocal, diffusion-collision interactions among unstructured
strands searching for a stable, equilibrium arrangement) is the
occurrence of a native-like association of neighbouringβ/α
units. Such association could be facilitated by the closure of
the tight loops zipping-up through a hydrogen bonding scheme,
which would effectively ensure the occurrence of native-like side
chain-side chain interactions between the associating strand-
helix assemblies at their base. (The sheets and the helices in any
β/α-barrel meet at a slight angle, ensuring that several, if not all,
helices interact with at least two strands, and several strands with
two helices. Further, in certain instances, helices from neigh-
bouring strand-helix assemblies also make contact with each
other in the native structure. Chances exist, therefore, that when
two such assemblies are forced to come together through the
closure of the tightα-β loop structures separating them in the
sequence, the scope is effectively created for the occurrence of
a number of native-like side chain-side chain interactions be-
tween two assemblies.) Such interactions could cause strands in
adjacent assemblies to approach each other with no freedom in
respect of the register in which hydrogen bonding would occur,
thus leaving open to mutually approaching strand-helix assem-
blies only the option for formation of a beta sheet in the native
register. A mechanism of this sort would reduce the time taken
by every designate beta strand to actually form hydrogen bonds
with its partner strands.

Assembly Intoβ/α Unit Quadruplets, Sextuplets, and
Octuplets. Through local diffusion-collision interactions be-
tween adjacentβ/α unit doublets in the chain, larger structures
containing four, six, or eightβ/α units could be gradually built
up. At all stages, such structures would be curved, rather than
planar, because of the natural handedness of twisting of beta
strands and the need to accommodate the volumes of helices ad-
sorbed onto strands. In proteins in which folding is required to
proceed obligatorily through the formation and assembly of two
β/α quadruplet (half-barrel) structures, curving could facilitate
the rapid formation of nonpolar contacts between beta strands
to form the core of the barrel. The proposed folding scheme is
shown alongside (Fig. 3).

Only Near-Neighbour Interactions At All Levels.Most im-
portantly, the formation of aβ/α-barrel in the manner outlined
here would be likely to occur at rates determined almost entirely
by diffusion-collision interactions between adjacent structures in
the polypeptide chain, through all the proposed stages of folding.
Initially such interactions would occur between CO and N H
groups separated by only a few residues, to generate helices. Fol-
lowing this, the helix would interact with one of its neighboring
extended sequences (which it would be capable of stably binding
to, through induced-fit sidechain contacts) to form strand-helix
assemblies. Meanwhile, local hydrogen-bonding interactions at

Figure 3. A schematic diagram illustrating the refolding of
one half of theβ/α-barrel motif. Note that whereas the figure
shows helix-strand assemblies (or pairs) forming and assembling
in a specific manner, it is meant to convey only that folding pro-
ceeds down multiple pathways involving the marked steps, with
the precise details illustrating one of many possible pathways
of formation and assembly in a refolding population. Note that
during folding on the ribosome, the assembly could progress
from theN- to theC-terminus. The figure has not been drawn
to take into account either the relative dimensions of structural
elements or the stereochemistry of their interactions.

theC-termini of fully extended helices would create tightα-β
loops which, by virtue of their very formation, would bring to-
gether neighbouring strand-helix assemblies to createβ/α dou-
blets. Finally,β/α doublets would interact with neighbouring
doublets to progressively generate quadruplets, sextuplets, and
octuplets, concomitantly with the folding and assembly of the
longβ-α loops and nonpolar interactions at the core of the bar-
rel. At no step in the scheme would nonlocal interactions (as
between the eight beta strands of the barrel) ever be required to
occur through random diffusional interactions in an unstructured
chain undergoing thermal motions. Thus nonlocal interactions
could never be rate-limiting for structure formation.

Rapid Multipathway Assembly Rather Than Cooperative
Apparent Two-State Folding.The scheme could conceivably
facilitate rapid folding by initiating at different helix-forming
sequences in different molecules, and proceeding in a manner
that would not really require any particular state to be populated
for long lengths of time by any significantly large numbers of
molecules, because various molecules could take various routes.
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Folding could thus proceed in a nonrandom fashion, and yet
appear to occur through a two-state reaction without detectable
populated intermediates. Exceptions would occur only when the
assembly of someβ/α sub-structures would be prevented from
occurring rapidly, e.g., on account of the existence of a kinetic
barrier located close to the point in folding where various folding
pathways converge. In other words, intermediates would only
be seen in the folding ofβ/α-barrels characterized by high en-
ergy transition states of substructure assembly. In aβ/α-barrel
xylanase secreted by theBacillus sp. NG-27, we see folding
through an intermediate that has evidently folded around two
nuclei and undergoes extremely slow assembly to native struc-
ture (manuscript submitted).

Commonality of Folding Mode, but not of Exact Folding
Mechanism or Rate. A recent paper cites evidence for gene
duplication within anα/β-barrel, suggesting that assembly of
α/β units progresses to produce two substructures that consti-
tute half-barrels (29). In another protein, such asα-TS, whereas
a β/α quadruplet comprising the first fourβ/α units is clearly
capable of folding autonomously (20), folding itself appears
to proceed through the autonomous folding of a fragment that
constitutes almost aβ/α sextuplet (13–23). Similarly, unfolding
appears to occur through the autonomous unfolding of two chain
segments in two other enzymes (24, 25) where theN-terminal
segment approximates aβ/α sextuplet (the first six strands and
first five helices). Further complications could arise from cis-
trans isomerization of proline residues in differentβ/α-barrels.
It is conceivable, therefore, that the precise details of preferred
pathways of folding differ sufficiently among theβ/α-barrels
to cause different proteins to preferentially populate different
long-lived intermediates, while at the same time allowing some
proteins like TIM and aldolase to form and assemble strand-helix
assemblies andβ/α unit doublets seamlessly, without detectable
intermediates. Assuming that commonalities are restricted to
commonalities in respect of only the mode of folding (i.e., mul-
tipathway folding, through modular assembly of supersecondary
structural elements), it is possible that there is really no com-
monality of the actual folding mechanism amongβ/α-barrels
despite the similarity of chain topology.

Lessons from Interruptedβ/α-Barrels. It may be relevant to
examine the few unusualβ/α-barrel structures known in which
large segments of polypeptide (much larger than the
largestβ-α loops) interrupt theβ/α-barrel. In some such pro-
teins, the interruption amounts to an entire protein ‘domain,’
occuring within the loop in the thirdβ/α unit, whereas in oth-
ers it occurs within the third, fourth, or other units (55–59). This
suggests that the two parts of theβ/α-barrel that are separated by
an interrupting domain probably fold autonomously and remain
folded but not assembled, to await the folding of the interrupting
domain, so as to come together and assemble physically. Such
interruptions suggest that there may be nothing sacrosanct about
the need to fold through a half-barrel mechanism, and that what
is actually important is the need to fold through the modular
assembly of supersecondary structural elements as previously

suggested (20), of course with differences in perspectives and
detail applying to folding schemes as hypothesized here.

Possible Cotranslational Folding ofβ/α-Barrels. Assum-
ing that folding occurs through the formation and modular as-
sembly of supersecondary structural elements, it is not difficult
to conceive of how modular assembly could occur extremely
efficiently in course of folding on the ribosome. Following the
formation of the very first strand-helix assembly in the chain, the
newly synthesized strand of every successiveβ/α unit could be
pulled towards the last strand of the preexisting structure through
the closure of tightα-β loops as already suggested, such that the
helix synthesized thereafter would have the opportunity of con-
densing not just against a single unstructured strand through
induced-fit interactions, but rather against an entire superstruc-
ture of assembledβ/α units ending with one unsatisfied strand
available to make the right noncovalent contacts with the helix.
Following the condensation of each helix onto the preexisting
superstructure, the next strand could similarly be pulled onto
the structure and hydrogen bonded through loop closure, and
so on. Through such a mode of assembly the structure would
finish forming virtually concomitantly with synthesis. If some
aspects of such a folding mechanism were retained in course
of refolding, one would predict thatC-terminal segments of the
barrel would need to be less stable on their own as compared to
N-terminal segments, since they could haveN-terminal seg-
ments already folded and available to pack against at the time of
synthesis. Although such differences in stability could probably
extend to the level of strand-helix assemblies, it is likely that
larger structures also would show differences in stability. In-
deed, as work withα-TS and with the HisF half barrel systems
has shown, the genetically, or proteolytically excisedN-terminal
half-barrel is more stable than theC-terminal half-barrel (19–
22, 30).

The Significance of Entropic Contributions in Facilitating
Early Enthalpic Contacts. The continuing debate about
whether folding occurs through two-state (N⇔U) transitions, or
through the modular formation and assembly of supersecondary
structural elements, focuses the spotlight on another very im-
portant issue—namely that of whether conformational entropy
plays any role whatsoever in protein folding. Anfinsen’s origi-
nal hypothesis (60) proposing that folding takes a polypeptide
chain to a state constituting the global minimum of Gibbs free
energy has typically been interpreted to mean that the native
conformation must correspond to a global minimum in internal
energy (since a fully folded protein will have lost almost all of
its conformational entropy). As pointed out by Srinivasan and
Rose (61), this view is often extended to the erroneous conclu-
sion that entropy plays no significant role in the thermodynamics
of folding.

Today, the possible importance of entropic contributions (in
particular, owing to steric repulsions) in the determination, in
particular, of whether a segment of polypeptide chain will adopt
the α, or β, type of secondary structure can no longer be ig-
nored (61). The wealth of evidence showing that formation of
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secondary structure can precede formation of tertiary structure
(62), and recent evidence demonstrating that native-like topol-
ogy can persist in nonnative and denatured states (63–70), em-
phasize the importance of explaining how secondary structures
form, i.e., whether they form concomitantly with tertiary struc-
ture, or whether they form first and then preorganize the scheme
of formation of tertiary structure—through modular assembly
based on early enthalpic contacts that are facilitated by entropic
contributions due to the steric repulsions of adjacent side chain
groups, as well as adjacent precociously formed substructures
in the chain (61, 68).

It has been argued (61) that the only reasonable theory that
can explain the existence of secondary structural elements in
naturally occurring proteins involves: (a) early entropic contri-
butions determining intrinsic chain biases for the adoption of
α-, or β-, chain configurations, and further (b) such biases, in
turn, determining the nature and probability of occurrence of
enthalpic contacts between chain segments.

Because such early enthalpic contacts could conceivably
compensate suitably for the loss of entropy caused by local steric
repulsions between side chains and between side chains and
backbone atoms, and further because the substructures (or sec-
ondary structural elements) happening to be stabilized by such
enthalpic contacts could, in turn, conceivably facilitate further
entropy-driven occurrences of new enthalpic contacts through
further steric repulsion-driven entropic contributions (now ow-
ing to local collisions of secondary structural elements), such
hand-in-hand control of folding by enthalpic and entropic con-
tributions could potentially engender the modular formation and
assembly of ever larger (supersecondary) structural elements,
and finally the formation of the fully folded protein.

Thus, folding driven by the combined (and cooperating) ef-
fects of entropic and enthalpic contributions and occurring
through the modular formation and assembly of secondary and
supersecondary structural elements, is easily reconciled with
the only satisfactory explanation that has yet been proposed for
the occurrence of secondary structural elements in proteins (61,
68)—an enigma that has never yet been either understood, or ex-
plained, purely on the basis of considerations of enthalpy-driven
two-state models of folding alone (71).
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